
Bubble Wands 
Instructions: 

1. Grab your supplies.  

2. Shape your pipe cleaners. Since pipe cleaners are 

so easily bendable you can always change your 

shape or try again. 

3. If you want to make getting the perfect shape even 

easier you can find objects around your house with 

the shape that you want! You might have to go on a 

shape hunt to see what different shapes you can 

find in your house.  

 Tip: you can use cookie cutters to make great 

shapes. Just wrap your pipe cleaner around 

the outside of the cookie cutter. 

4. Your wands will need a handle. If your shape took a 

whole pipe cleaner to make, you’ll need another to 

make the handle. Make sure that your shape is 

closed by wrapping one end of your pipe cleaner 

around the other. Take your second pipe cleaner 

and wrap one end around the bottom middle of 

your shape.  

5. If your shape is smaller, you will just use one pipe 

cleaner. After you’ve made your shape, you will 

wrap the end of your pipe cleaner around to close 

the shape. The left over part of your pipe cleaner 

will be the handle. 

6. Now it’s time to add beads. Take any beads you 

want and thread them onto the handle of your 

bubble wand. You can do a pattern or any 

assortment! After you are satisfied with your beads, 

bend the bottom of the handle so that the beads 

won’t fall off.  

7. Now your unique bubble wands are ready to go! 

 

Extra: what shape do you think your bubbles will be 

when you blow them through your bubble wands?  

Materials: 

 Pipe Cleaners 

 Beads 

 Something to help shape your 

bubble wand* 

 

*Not provided by the library, use 

what you have at home. 

 

 

https://www.redtedart.com/shape-bubble-wands/?

utm_medium=social&utm_source=pinterest&utm_campaign=tailwind_tribes&utm_content=tribes 


